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Introduction

Preexisting traits that may be co‐opted

How extravagant male displays
evolve remains one of the most
controversial issues in evolutionary
biology.

Fluctuating asymmetry (FA) ‐ females use
preexisting differences in male traits to choose
males with more developmental stability8.

Currently popular co‐evolutionary
models (e.g. runaway and some
versions of good genes) have
weaknesses that have been largely
ignored, such as how required
genetic correlations are maintained.
Preexisting preferences that typically
have not been shaped by selection
cannot explain the high level of
functional adaptation and
complexity commonly seen in male
display traits.

Bright male (Hamilton and Zuk) – females use
preexisting male differences in plumage
brightness to identify disease resistant males2.
Male aggression – females use differences in male
aggressive displays, e.g. bird song, to identify
physically superior males with good genes2‐6.
(see Borgia 2006, Advances in the Study of
Behavior 36: 249‐302)

Chemical cues – females use differences in
odor/taste of urine, feces, diffusible molecules to
identify healthy or genetically compatible males.
Male constructions – females use differences in
nests9, bowers10,11 etc. to identify more healthy
and/or neurologically better males.

Conclusions
The importance of co‐option in the
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evolution of sexual display has been
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